Introduction.
The Cauchy-Voigt [1] equations of extensional motion of anisotropic, elastic plates may be written as In (2), the yPQ are the elastic stiffnesses relating the stress-resultants (r") and the strains (e") according to Tp 7 paea j 7pa 7«p > P) Q
where _ du _ dw du dw £l da; ' 63 dz ' 60 dz dx
In the case of an isotropic plate, 
In a study of the three-dimensional equations of anisotropic elasticity, G. F. Carrier [3] considered a special elastic symmetry which, in the present context, corresponds to an orthotropic plate (y15 = y35 = 0) with the additional condition 
1/2 d<p , , , 
yield, through (7), solutions of the displacement equations of motion.
In this paper, we find the most general representation, of this type, for the CauchyVoigt equations; and we show, with the example of quartz, how to find orientations of crystal plates which have constants of elasticity that satisfy the conditions required for reduction of the equations of motion to the simpler forms. expecting that there will be two sets of constants ai# and, hence, two functions x-Then (1) become
Because of the presence of the term pP.2, the only linear operator that can be a factor of the operator in brackets in the first of (10) is Mx and in the second of (10) is M3 . Hence, if the bracketed operators in (10) are each to be expressed as a product of a linear and a quadratic operator, Mx must be a factor of L5M3 and M3 must be a factor of L-M\ • Accordingly, we set M,M3 = L5 .
Upon equating coefficients of like derivatives in (11), we find 
Now, we require the quadratic operators to be the same in both of (13). Hence, we set Li + Ml = L3 + Ml = N, say,
where N'h'£-+2,"dT*+i-!? If 7i5 = 7s5 = 0, the second of A is satisfied identically and the first of A reduces to (6).
Subject to conditions A, (12) and (16) may be solved for the a,,-and bp . We note, first, that the first two of (12) and the last two of (16) 
From (19) and (3),
where Spa is the cofaetor of element spq in the determinant A = J.?,,,,!. When (20) are substituted into conditions A, the latter become S11 4* S33 = 2S13 + S55 , S15 = S35 (A.') and we note that conditions A' make A = S55(SuS33 S13 S15).
Then, with <p = ±x/A1/2 for (17) and \p = ± z'x/A1/2 for (18), we find that (9) and (15) 
We now rotate to new axes xA , zA according to xA = x cos -z sin , zA = x sin + z cos M'a (23) in order to eliminate the cross term in the first of (22). The strain-stress relations, referred to axes xA , zA are written as €p SpqTp , p, q 1, 3, 5, where, with s = sin , c = cos A ,
s£.5 = 2sns3c -2s33sc3 -)-(2s13 + s55)(c" -s2)sc + s15(3s2c2 -s4) + s35(c4 -3s2c2), sts = 2snsc3 -2s33s3c -(2s13 + s55)(c2 -s2)sc + s13(c4 -3s2c2) + s35(3s2c2 -s4).
Now, conditions yl' make S13 = S13 , S55 = S55 , Sn -f-S33 = Sn -f-s33 (24) and if, in addition, we set
we find also sn s33 = (sn s33) sec 2\fr/t , If we were to convert from constants s*Q to y*a by means of the inverse of (20), we should find that (28) are the same as (8) and that (27) are the same as (7), except for a constant factor. Thus, conditions A reduce the general anisotropic plate to an orthotropic plate satisfying Carrier's condition (6). 
corresponding to straight-crested waves. The resulting characteristic equation, which must be satisfied by the components £, f of the slowness vector [4] , is 
With £, f as real Cartesian coordinates, (30) is, in general, the equation of a pair of fourlobed curves. However, if conditions A are satisfied, the discriminant of (30) is a perfect square and the curves are a circle, corresponding to the potential \p, and an ellipse, corresponding to <p, with principal axes oriented in accordance with (25). The discriminant of (30) is also a perfect square if In this case the locus of the tip of the slowness vector is a pair of orthogonal ellipses associated with waves whose properties are described in the following section. Hence, if uB and wB are the components of displacement referred to axes xB and zB , the equations of motion become and, consequently, the introduction of displacement-potentials <p and ^ is unnecessary. Equations (31) have the curious property that, in the waves defined by them, the directions of the respective displacements are fixed: independent of the wave-normals. The mechanism which produces this phenomenon may be identified by noting that, under conditions B, In the case of quartz, the compliances associated with reference axes x0 , y0 , zn , in accordance with the I.R.E. Standards [5] the s°mn and 0, as tabulated by Cady [7] .
A further rotation, about the axis of z', to axes
x" = x' cos + y' sin y" = -x' sin <E> + y' cos <£, z" = z'
gives for the six, of the twenty one, constants which we require:
s'A = s'13 + (s2'3 -si3) sin2 $, sU = s3'4 sin $, sis = S24 sin $ -(S24 -Si'4 -s,'e) sin $ cos2 $, in which the s'mn are given in terms of the s£," and 0 by Cady's [7] formulas.
We now suppose that all of the analysis in Sees. 2 and 3 was performed in the plane of x" and z", so that the constants s"", appearing there, are replaced by s'v[. Then, when (32) are inserted in conditions A', we find The first column in the table describes the well known "Z-cut" of quartz for which the Cauchy-Voigt equations reduce to isotropic form; i.e., the constants satisfy the conditions = S33 , s'd = 2(fill -Sl'3), all = Sl'5 = 0 and Eqs. (4) and (5) apply. This cut has been studied in detail by Petrzilka [8] , Bechmann [9] and Ekstein [10] . Modes of vibration of the remaining three cuts may be studied by means of Eqs. (27) and (28).
As anticipated, no cut of quartz has constants of elasticity that satisfy conditions B. 
